HOLIDAY OPS
2022

12 WORDS OF TANKMAS
The World of Tanks Holiday spirit is spreading across all of our channels to send
you lots of shiny presents! Find the 12 Words of Tankmas and enter the raffle for
the chance to be the one lucky winner of ALL PREMIUM TANKS* in the game and
many more!

CONCEPT
1. During the 12 Days of Tankmas, the WoT Community Team
will post 12 different words on the EU WoT Channels every
day.
2. Those 12 words will be displayed on a picture like the one on
the left.
3. Look for the picture on the left on our EU channels every day
and find the "Word of the Day".
4. Once you find it, head to our WoT EU Official Discord and

your current
in-game nickname in the "12-words-of-tankmas" channel.
write down the "Word of the Day" followed by

(example: Tankmas - Dwigt)
5. Once you enter the word in our Discord channel, it will
disappear. Worry not, the Discord bots kept it for us. Note
that you only have one try, so make it count!

*The In-game nicknames will be used for reward crediting purposes and will be deleted after 30 days
according to EU GDPR regulations.
*Discord participation is only possible between 12:00 CET and 08:00 CET (UTC+1) every day.

PRIZES
Every word you enter in the Discord channel will be counted as 1x
entry to the prize raffle.
For 1 entry:

12x 30 Days of WoT Premium Account - Daily Prizes!
For 6 entries:

10x
10x
For 12 entries:

All Premium Tanks* in WoT for ONE lucky Commander!
*The bundle contains 183 Premium Vehicles and will exclude Rewards Tanks and some Premium
Vehicles. Full list of tanks here)
*Rewards are restricted to EU region only.
*You will not receive a compensation for already owned Premium Vehicles
*Tanks winners (6 and 12 entries prizes) will contacted on December 24th and prizes will be given in
the following days.

LINKS TO OUR PARTICIPATING CHANNELS
Your first step to participate, join our EU Official World of Tanks Discord, pick a language
by reacting with the flags and head to the "12-words-of-tankmas" channel".

Find the "Word of the Day" on our participating channels below!
World of Tanks EU Official Website
World of Tanks EU Instagram
World of Tanks EU Facebook
World of Tanks EU YouTube
World of Tanks EU Twitter
World of Tanks Reddit

